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Reviewed by Donna  

This curious novel is narrated by an unnamed 26 year old Japanese 

woman who has left her previous job after developing “burnout 

syndrome”. She has tasked her ever-patient recruiter Mrs 

Masakado with finding her a job “as close as possible to my house- 

ideally something along the lines of sitting all day in a chair, 

overseeing the extraction of collagen for use in skincare products”. 

The narrator embarks on a series of seemingly mundane and often 

very odd jobs over the course of a year. She undertakes covert 

surveillance of a writer in his home who is suspected of possessing 

contraband, writes trivia for a niche brand of rice cracker packets, 

replaces community posters, writes advertisements on buses for 

companies that strangely disappear and perforates tickets in a hut in the middle of a nature 

park. All these jobs appear to be fairly simple but all veer off in unexpected directions with 

surprising results. 

The novel explores the theme of loneliness and the purpose of work in our daily lives, 

especially those relationships that develop and enrich our sense of self and connection in 

the workplace. Given our current climate of uncertainty and the increase in remote working, 

this is a timely novel of the value of meaningful work and our search for fulfillment. 

I did not expect to enjoy this novel as much as I did, but I was immediately drawn in by this 

strange, quirky novel. There is an undercurrent of deadpan humour which I enjoyed – it is 

quietly subversive, and there’s lots of Japanese food and customs. If you are looking for 

something very different, give this a go – there’s no murder, no romance but lots of charm. 

In the end, the narrator decides to embrace life’s ups and downs and return to her previous 

career – “You just had to give it your all and hope for the best. Hope like anything it would 

turn out alright”. 
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